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Abstract. This article aims to analyse the power and the impact of social 
media on internal polarization and political mobilization by observing 
the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue. Based on a theoretical framework on polari-
zation, populism, and political mobilization, the article discusses the link 
between the use of social media and the support or rejection of the nor-
malization of relations between the two countries. The analysis focuses 
on the most sensitive phase of the dialogue, in order to identify and exam-
ine the polarizing messages, populist content, and political mobilization 
used by institutional and opposition leaders in Kosovo. The results of 
this research show that Kosovo leaders follow conflicting and contrasting 
goals, viewpoints and positions, creating deep divisions among the public 
opinion and society internally, which will significantly undermine the 
prospects for a sustainable peace with Serbia. 
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Introduction

The use of social media has brought to attention the debate on whether these 
are platforms for the democratic exchange of information or if they are a tool con-
tributing to polarization, radical rhetoric and ideological division (Iyengar & Hahn 
2009, 19-39; Kirkpatrick 2010, 8). The expansion of Internet usage and of new me-
dia has increased the diversity, quantity, and the speed of flow of information to a 
degree that surpassed predictions of the possibilities of interactions between me-
dia and society. Varying and multiple social groups use such platforms to share 
their views, oppose one another’s positions, and discuss outcomes of their work 
or to share different products (Millet et al. 2016). Political stakeholders haven’t re-
mained indifferent to these new realities. On the contrary, political stakeholders 
tend to use social media to present their positions, connect with their supporters, 
and recruit and gain support for their political goals. In this way, social media 
has become an integral and irreplaceable tool for political actors and civil society 
activists (Gerbaudo 2018a). In a complex and hyper connected world, it is only 
through such platforms that they can present their daily activity and gain support 
for short-term initiatives and strategic objectives (Winograd & Haise 2008). 

Existing literature shows that new media has not only transformed decision-
makers, political actors, and informal groups into news-sources, editors and dis-
tributers, which serve to communicate and to connect with constituencies, but in 
fact, every internet user is becoming an autonomous decision maker (Van Dijck 
2009, 42-43) practicing their influence. Whoever has access to social media can be 
both the source and the disseminator of mediatized information. As a result of 
these new technologies, a major change in the relationship between transmitter 
and receiver of media content has taken place from the case of old media. Every-
one is potentially a creator of new online content, which can include a message, 
text, image, or video, by interacting with others using one of these mediums. On-
line communication has changed the traditional way of mass-communication from 
the old media to the new media, by creating a new context for political commu-
nication (Chun et al. 2006; Levison 2009) with more opportunities and challenges. 
Initially, a low level of attention was paid to the political implications of new tech-
nology in changing political culture (De Zuniga et al. 2009, 553-574). Meanwhile, 
there has been some discussion on whether connections can be drawn between the 
return of populism and polarization with the spread of social media (Gentzkow & 
Shapiro 2015, 1799-1839). 

The starting point of this article is that Kosovo is not an exception from these 
social and political trends, particularly in the role played by social media in po-
litical polarization. This article analyses and observes the power and the influence 
of social media in internal polarization and political mobilization in the case of 
the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue, showing an interesting situation of the role of social 
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media as a news source, and how they communicate polarization to the wider 
public by shaping public opinion. The dialogue is a unique case study, not be-
cause it was the most debated issue on online platforms, but because the role of 
social media was of particular importance in creating public opinion and in creat-
ing movements within Kosovo. As a process, it resulted with deep polarization 
and wide political mobilization. The first peak of political tension, radicalization, 
and populism expressed through physical violence against institutions was seen 
between 2015 and 2017, when violent protests occurred on the streets in Prishtina. 
Images of tear gas in the parliament thrown by MPs and the violent scenes seen 
taking place inside this institution became the most prominent images of Kosovo 
in global media. Texts, images, and videos spread virally through online platforms 
within the country and abroad. Compared to old media, new media have proven 
to be a far more suitable and low-cost tool to influence the public. The second peak 
of populist policies, mixed with political mobilization and radical rhetoric, hap-
pened in August-September of 2018, as developments described in the case study 
based on empirical analysis. 

The argument of this article unfolds as follows. First, it offers a theoretical 
examination of different views on polarization, including the latest debates on 
the relationship of social media with political communication, with examples in 
Europe, North and South America, Africa and Asia. Second, the article offers an 
analysis of the context of EU-facilitated dialogue for the normalization of relations 
between Kosovo and Serbia, questioning why it has caused deep internal polariza-
tion and political mobilization in the country. Finally, the article draws on qualita-
tive methods, empirical monitoring of the usage of social media and the analysis 
of content posted by the institutional leadership and the opposition, offering em-
pirical observations on how polarization and populist politics take place, discuss-
ing the findings of this research. This section covers the current and last phase of 
the dialogue, which began in June 2018, and what has been characterized with 
some new ideas about the endgame and political drama. 

Theoretical framework

Polarization is taking place when a social group is divided into two subgroups 
or different sides with contrasting views and positions towards each other, with 
conflicting goals, leaving between them an irrelevant neutral minority (Sunstein 
2002, 175-195; Esteban & Ray 1994, 819-851; Esteban & Ray 2008, 162-182). One of 
the most frequent forms of polarization is political polarization, and as many cases 
globally show, it has immense potential to create conflicts, segregation, extreme 
attitudes, and division of public opinion. Traditional research has paid attention to 
polarization pushed by old media through televised news coverage (Iyengar 1991; 
Neuman et al. 1992) or text analysis from daily press (New York Times) in the case 
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of the American elite (Robinson & Mullinix 2016, 261-282). It is stipulated that an 
event or issue can influence the wider public and how it is framed from media as 
a news source, which determines the power of news (Nelson, Clawson & Oxley 
1997, 567-583; Elenbaas & de Vreese 2008, 550-567). For instance, Tuchman (1974) 
argues that framing the news enables the media to “organize everyday reality” by 
showing the existence of an issue and its solution at the same time. This is done in 
such a way, where framing means selecting and underlining several aspects of the 
event, by interpreting and offering a certain solution (Entman 2003, 417). In addi-
tion, studies on the role of news frames in the blogosphere present an interesting 
dimension of politics and the influence over the public opinion all over the world 
(Borah 2013, 456-473; Borah 2014, 809-827). 

Partisan, ideological and thematic polarization is also present in new media 
(Lee et al. 2014, 702-722) and is gaining new momentum in online communication 
throughout the world. Kosovo is not an isolated case of lively debates and aggres-
sive contradictions on social networks, especially with focus on daily politics or on 
major national issues. But, as the analysis in this article shows, social media can 
play a significant role in polarizing and mobilizing public opinion if there is a spe-
cific domestic context where perceptions of crisis and mobilization interact with 
each other. Cameron (1974, 147) argued that this could happen if this also involves 
the “‘micro level’ “which is crucial in the process by which individuals change 
group memberships, non-membership reference groups, affiliations, and commit-
ments”. Other authors focusing on Eastern and South-Eastern Europe concluded 
that “a successfully mobilizing actor must find a way to link his or her message 
to these mundane preferences. For groups competing for support, it is therefore 
highly important to connect their political language and their practices with peo-
ple’s perception of the world they live in” (Brunnbauer & Haslinger 2017, 340).

Social media has shown to be an extraordinary and powerful platform for po-
litical and social movements and for protests around the world (Earl & Kimport 
2011; Castel 2012; Bastos et al. 2015, 320-350; Gerbaudo 2012). With low cost, it 
enables the quick expression of an opinion, to mobilize people or even to later 
generate real political change. While in certain regions social media played a role 
in changing the political system, elsewhere they have been key in reinforcing so-
cial injustice, or in blocking controversial governmental policies. Different terms 
have been used to describe such movements and protests in North Africa and the 
Middle East (Eltantawy & Wiest 2011, 1207-1224; Howard & Hussain 2013; Brym 
et al. 2014, 266-292), Turkey (Odabas & Reynolds-Stenson 2018, 386-406), in Eu-
rope (Postill 2014), South America, USA (Earl et al. 2013, 459-478) and Asia (Postill 
2018). Political agendas, polarization, and conflicting positioning are different and 
are often shaped by the socio-political context. Besides social media as a political 
communication tool, these cases do not have much else in common. Aday et al. 
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(2012) concluded that social media contributes to movements and protests in three 
ways: 1) by mobilizing and recruiting people without any significant financial 
cost; 2) serving as a meeting point for people with the same social backgrounds 
and views; and 3) enabling people to publicly express their disagreements (Aday 
et. 2012). However, many have criticized the role of the internet and social media 
(see Morozov 2011; Gladwell 2010).

Social media does not only initiate political changes in popular movements 
outside of liberal democracies; in Western democracies, institutional leaders, po-
litical parties, and other formal groups have also used social media to articulate 
their views and ideological positions. They could be liberal, conservative, leftist 
or rightist, populist or non-populist, but they all wanted to be present and active 
on social media. However, social media would not yet become platforms for the 
other political communication or populism. Meanwhile, it was concluded there 
was a complex and efficient link between social media and populism. For instance, 
Gerbaudo (2018b, 745-753) focuses on Western countries and argues that the re-
turn of populism in the world is related to two global trends: the worsening of 
socio-economic conditions for a part of the population and fast advancements in 
technology that has created a division between society and leadership. He con-
siders an interesting meeting point between social media and populism, as those 
tools are efficient for populists to deliver their message to wide masses and against 
establishment. Moreover, Gerbaudo (2018b, 745-75) maintains that they present 
a platform to raise the “people’s voice” and to organize the “people’s rally” by 
shaping public opinion and building a movement. 

To explain the global context of the connection between new media and pop-
ulism, Postill (2018, 745-765) offered an in-depth analysis by including countries 
such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Iran, Brazil, France, and Spain. In search for a global 
theory, he offered solutions to what he considers as the five most pressing issues: 
roots of populism, its ideology, introduction of theocratic populism, social media 
and non-populist politicians, and social media in a wider context of a communi-
cations system (Postill 2018, 745-765). In his view, populism, as a form of politi-
cal communication, is a double hybrid because it uses communication through 
traditional media and new media, both online and offline, dividing media space 
in populist and non-populist and other ways of direct communication. He insists 
that social media should not be treated separately from other media, because they 
are part of the media system as a whole. On the other hand, Gerbaudo (2018b) ex-
plained that social media have been used from both right-wing populists, such as 
Donald Trump and Marine le Pen, and left-wing populists, such as Bernie Sand-
ers and Pablo Iglesias, a conclusion that Postill put in another level of interpreta-
tion. Postill argues that not only populists have the monopoly of social media, 
because Barack Obama in the United States to Prabowo Subianto in Indonesia or 
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Mariano Rajoy in Spain have used social media in their election campaigns, as 
well as on a daily basis. 

A form of populist politics is recently on the rise among the former communist 
countries of Eastern Europe, many of those who have gone through moderniza-
tion and economic development as EU members. This is particularly interesting 
for South East Europe, some of the countries that remain outside the EU. Brunn-
bauer and Haslinger (2017, 337-344) showed vast disparities in the political land-
scape through populism, political rhetoric, political mobilization, and lack of trust 
in governing institutions and the low turnout in the election process (Hungary, 
Poland, Slovakia, Macedonia). According to them, there is a linkage between 
populism and the use of social media, a phenomenon that is not only present in 
Eastern Europe, but also in the Balkans and Baltic countries. Populism as political 
communication is presented to both the establishment and opposition parties. The 
novelty is that it has included a stable political culture such as Germany (AfD). 
Brunnbauer and Haslinger (2017) argue that populist parties have no preferences 
on how to move and maneuver between neoliberal and conservative politics, but 
they are a new development, which is defined as ‘illiberal democracy.’ For popu-
lists, a political system of checks and balances is not a serious concern, because 
they pretend to speak in the name of ‘the will of the people” (Brunnbauer and 
Halsinger 2017, 344). 

The dialogue and domestic polarizing context

“The polarization between government and opposition continued. Normal par-
liamentary functioning was prevented including through the use of violent means 
by opposition members.” (European Commission 2016, 3). This is the beginning of 
the European Commission progress report on Kosovo in November 2016, whose 
main finding was the deep internal polarization. It also emphasized other achieve-
ments, such as internal reforms and other challenges. The question remains: how 
has society reached this stage of staggering polarization? For some time, dialogue 
as a strategic priority was perceived as the best opportunity to solve outstanding 
issues between Kosovo and Serbia, but at the same time it offered an opportunity 
to leave aside political competitions and to create cohesion, because even the op-
position publicly supported outcomes and voted in the Parliament. Our research 
on the main trends shows that there is a chain of events and specific factors that 
have been gathered in a very specific domestic context that took place at the same 
time to transform the dialogue, and place it in as a polarizing platform. 

Trust in institutions and political leadership remains at the lowest point in Ko-
sovo (UNDP 2015, 2). Among the causes, there were the serious difficulties in the 
rule of law and fight against corruption, low governing capacities, lack of genu-
ine development reforms, and high unemployment rate. The two largest political 
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parties in the country were characterized as being highly polarized, followed by 
the strengthening of populist parties and the institutional blockade in forming the 
new government (2014 and 2017). The election process was widely considered as 
free and democratic, but the lack of a clear parliamentary majority, manifested 
with a tough fight for power, brought the country to a situation with no legitimate 
government for a year and a half. By the end of 2014, there was a new wave of il-
legal migration towards EU and within a short time span, around 80,000 citizens 
(out of 1.8 million inhabitants) left the country (UNDP 2015, 10). Since Kosovars do 
not enjoy freedom of movement in the Schengen zone without visas, due to lack of 
fulfilling EU benchmarks for state institutions and the lack of will from Brussels, 
this further created a perception in Kosovo of living in an “isolated island. 

Such circumstances started to create an “echo chamber” environment, where 
the most vocal voices spoke against EU-facilitated dialogue that is intended to lead 
to the normalization of relations between Kosovo and Serbia (Economides and Ker-
Lindsay 2015, 1-18; Visoka and Doyle 2016, 862-877). In the end, three premises led 
to pre-conditions and construction of an opposing environment against dialogue 
and towards political polarization: first, several opposition parties, civil society ac-
tivists and influential journalists systematically opposed the dialogue by principle 
even before it began. At the time when the dialogue started to become a polariz-
ing issue, one study reported that “[t]wo-thirds of Serbs from Serbia support the 
dialogue with Kosovo, while only half of Kosovo Albanians do...” (BIRN 2014, 13). 
This was an outcome not only because of historically difficult relations between Al-
banians and Serbs, but political and civic activists have argued against the dialogue 
in both political and ethical context, speaking of the difficult past, lack of social will 
for reconciliation and lack of political will to close a chapter of a century-old con-
flict. On the other hand, all Kosovo governments who participated in the dialogue 
with Serbia saw dialogue as an opportunity to solve all open issues with Serbia, but 
due to lack of support in the parliament, these governments were unable to gener-
ate broad political support for dialogue, and never succeeded in forging full politi-
cal consensus or social cohesion on Kosovo’s strategic objectives - and there was 
much disagreement about issues, agreements and their implementation.

The second premise was the lack of full implementation of signed agreements. 
These agreements had concrete benefits, because they enabled freedom of move-
ment for people and goods between the two countries and mutual recognitions of 
university diplomas. These agreements regulated official visits, and liaison offices 
opened in Belgrade and Prishtina, and there was a joint border management of 
customs which enabled both Kosovo and Serbia’s equal participation in regional 
forums. Both countries committed to not blocking each other on the path toward 
the European Union (ISHR 2017, 2-13). The most important agreement was signed 
on April 19, 2013 - the “First Agreement on Principles Governing the Normali-
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zation of Relations” - also known as the “Brussels Agreement” (BIRN 2014, 12), 
which aimed to integrate the Serbian community in the four municipalities in the 
North of Kosovo. While a number of agreements were reached in the period of 
2011-2014, the dialogue was characterized by moving at a slow pace due to fre-
quent elections in both countries, and rising political tensions, including a domes-
tic political crisis in Kosovo (KDI 2018, 5). In addition, developments in Ukraine 
in 2014, the elections to EU institutions, the replacement of Catherine Ashton with 
Frederica Mogherini, have gradually removed their attention from the region 
(BIRN 2014, 8). Lack of political will from both sides to implement reached agree-
ments and the inability of the EU to put systematic pressure and to monitor imple-
mentation (Bieber 2015, 285-319) contributed to mixed results (Figure 1). This was 
one of main reasons that citizens did not perceive this process as a tool for normal-
izing relations, and as a result of such mistrust, they expressed their opposition on 
the streets and, through social media, invited protests.

Figure 1. Dialogue Agreements 2011-2018. 

Green color - implemented agreements; Red color - not implemented agreements
Violet color - partially implemented agreements; Orange color - ongoing implementation agreements
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Third, the lack of responsibility and political accountability weakened support 
for dialogue. In fact, every government in Kosovo made a public commitment that 
during the whole process there will be accountability, but most of the time it nev-
er took place. In every democracy, and Kosovo is no exception, decision-makers 
need to give accountability to society, because in relation to the outside world, 
they represent the whole society and its institutions. Responsibility and account-
ability in every democracy have multiple layers, such as parliamentary control, 
electoral verdict, public opinion, and different groups of interests and media (Hill 
2003, 250-278). In the dialogue process as well, expectations and outcomes went 
through some kind of accountability before citizens, institutions, political parties, 
civil society, and media, but this happens in a more formal plan rather than a gen-
uine accountability. For this reason, some political parties and civil society reports 
have completely rejected the dialogue in a manner that does not strengthen the na-
tional effort to conclude an agreement and employs a nihilistic tone in the media 
that hampers all efforts to make progress in the dialogue.

Finally, the lack of accountability helped lose the battle for public opinion. The 
content of many signed agreements was ambiguous, and they were interpreted 
differently in Prishtina and Belgrade (Moschopoluos 2018, 6-13). Additionally, all 
these agreements were reached behind closed doors, in Brussels. From the begin-
ning, the dialogue was the main news in national media, but the information and 
the accountability the public was receiving never met the expectations of citizens. 
“Though it is known what has been agreed in principle, often, complete informa-
tion about the meetings and the agreements reached does not reach the public,” 
concluded BIRN. It continues: “However, most available documents do not ex-
plain the full details on how the agreements are to be implemented. This has led to 
misunderstandings while those whose lives are most affected remain in the dark 
about what has been negotiated on their behalf” (BIRN 2014, 13). Institutional 
leaders who led the dialogue failed to inform the wider public about the process, 
and therefore failed to shape public opinion in support of the process. Nonethe-
less, public opinion was very important to the dialogue because it provided far 
greater limitations in decision making on the dialogue than there had been fore-
casted. Like elsewhere, there was also “the fundamental distinction between mass 
and attentive opinion,” where the public opinion includes uninformed or partially 
informed people, including academics on details of the dialogue (Hill 2003, 262). 

For almost five years, it was difficult to reach agreements due to both the in-
ternal and external political context. While the government enjoyed some political 
support and support from public opinion in the beginning, the situation worsened, 
especially after 2015, because opposition parties (VV, AAK, and NISMA) opposed 
two signed agreements through protests and violent actions. A signed agreement 
was on the establishment of the Association of Serb Municipalities, which aimed 
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at full integration in Kosovo’s institutions (Beha 2015, 102-112). But the opposi-
tion argued that this would divide the country internally along ethnic lines and 
would create an autonomous Serb territorial entity in Kosovo. A controversial nar-
rative, attached to maps and a propagandistic agenda to show these potentially 
dangerous perceptions went viral on social media, warning the public the damage 
Kosovo is facing from the dialogue. So far, this agreement failed in implementa-
tion, where the narrative of fear for internal ethnic and territorial division was the 
main story of the political discourse. Postings on social media articulated many 
warnings and gave this topic more attention than any other topic. To this day, this 
agreement serves as promoter for political clashes. In fact, it is this agreement that 
started the polarization of society, and served as a platform for mobilization and 
political violence. 

The other agreement was the border demarcation agreement with Montene-
gro, which was based on the borders between entities in the former Yugoslavia. 
This process was vehemently opposed because Kosovo would allegedly lose a 
large part of its territory, roughly 8,200 hectares (FES 2015). The opposition did 
not wish to debate this in the Parliament, but preferred to interfere physically in 
the work of this institution by throwing teargas for three years in a row, during 
hearings. Social media were used from different perspectives to oppose or sup-
port this agreement, which was the last remaining benchmark from EU to enable 
Kosovo citizens’ visa-free travel. Only a new Parliamentary majority, composed 
from those political parties who opposed the demarcation, brought this topic to an 
end. For three years, fake maps with a wrong borderline showing that the country 
is giving land away, and posts reporting that people supporting this agreement 
were labeled as “traitors,” were the most shared images on Facebook and other 
social media. 

Today, this fabricated issue belongs to the past. However, the dialogue on nor-
malization of relations entered into its final phase, but it is going through difficult 
times, where social media could be used as a tool of democracy or a tool for deliv-
ering messages and mobilizing public opinion to protest. The last country report 
of the European Commission once again describes this situation as the following: 
“The continuing fragmentation and polarization have adversely affected the role 
of Assembly and have impacted the effectiveness of the government” (EC 2018, 3). 

Methodology and research design

The research subject in this case study is the use of social media by senior lead-
ership during the last phase of the dialogue, especially institutional leaders and 
parliamentary party leaders. This study presents in-depth text and content analy-
sis shared through social media. The time frame covers the period from June 24, 
2018 until September 7, 2018, when EU facilitator Mogherini invited the presidents 
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of Kosovo and Serbia for the “final phase” of the dialogue (kosovotwopointzero.
com, 22.06.2018), more specifically for the first meeting of this phase. The analysis 
in this section seeks to shed light on the following pressing questions: Are more 
institutional or opposition leaders active in using social media? What is the rela-
tionship between social media and polarization, populism and political mobili-
zation? What are polarizing messages and populist contents in support of their 
goals, finding support at general public and contrasting opponents? What is the 
impact of polarization and populism on political culture?

The research initially included all social media in monitoring strategies used by 
the leadership in political communication, but in the meantime it was concluded 
that Facebook is the main tool for stating positions and delivering messages. Face-
book serves as both a news and information source, while others such as Twitter 
and YouTube were irrelevant for this research. During this period, there was an 
investigation and analysis of all leaders’ daily posts: the frequency of their posts 
on the dialogue. These were monitored systematically in a manner that can be 
replicated by other researchers. The use of Facebook in context with the number 
of friends, followers and commentators constantly changes as our research shows, 
but it is also the most popular platform for domestic political online communica-
tion in the country. The method of analysis is then linked with text interpretation 
based on theoretical reflections.

According to Internet World Stats in June 2016, there were 860,000 Facebook 
users in Kosovo, while in December 2017 there were 910,000 users, which con-
sist of 48% of inhabitants using the platform (internetworlstats.com). Politicians 
are most active on Facebook, because in general, Kosovars are more active on Fa-
cebook compared to other social media platforms. Facebook is mostly used for 
communication in Albanian, while for Twitter, it seems that it serves mostly as 
an information source in English and other foreign languages. The influence of 
social media is more specific because this country represents the youngest society 
from a demographic standpoint in Europe. The introduction of new media is seen 
as democratization of freedom of expression, and as enhancement of digital com-
munication, where everyone is a newsmaker and news-distributer. Some mem-
bers of think tanks in Prishtina consider that “news in our time is fueled by speed 
rather than content and accuracy” (Prishtina Insight, 2017). Social media are more 
popular compared to other media, because of their ability to offer breaking news 
and diverse information (Digital Media in Kosovo 2018, 10). Different research on 
Internet penetration shows that Kosovo can be compared with developed coun-
tries in regard to Internet usage and habits and also in regard to demographic and 
geographic penetration. According to local studies in 2013, internet is used and 
penetrated widely in both urban and rural areas (STIKK 2013, 3-11). This reports 
states that “internet penetration based on family economies is 84.4%” and that “in-
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ternet penetration based on users is 76.6%” (STIKK 2013, 4). However, according 
to Internet World Stats in December 2017, Internet penetration was 80.4% with 
1,523,373 Internet users.

It seems that the following circumstances have determined such high Internet 
penetration and usage: the desire to follow modern trends from a young popula-
tion; a strong connection with a large diaspora in the EU and USA; and a certain 
sociological dimension of the society, where contact is very important. It also ap-
pears that the economic development of the country, unemployment and personal 
income are no obstacle for Kosovars to be connected to the Internet in a way simi-
larly to that of in-developed societies and for its users to be active. Another study 
found that “Kosovo youth use social media the most in Balkans” (Zëri, 23.7.2016). 
According to this report, they use Internet more than five hours a day on average, 
and are active on three to four social media networks. While laptops and PCs are 
mostly used in digital media, the European Commission states in the progress re-
port for 2016 that the usage of smart phones has increased, reaching 97% of active 
users (European Commission 2016, 41). These data are evidence of digital media 
usage that has brought better results in access to news and information.

However, the final phase of the dialogue as a research subject is particularly 
relevant for observing how polarization is taking place due to the format of the di-
alog and some new ideas regarding its endgame. Over the summer, there appears 
to have been a paradigm shift in the dialogue, as the presidents of Kosovo and Ser-
bia have indicated that a final agreement could also be based, at least in part, on a 
territorial solution of their bilateral disputes (Irish Times, 1.8.2018; REF, 7.8.2018; 
Balkan Insight 8.8.2018; Reuters 14.8.2018). Throughout the month of August, 
ideas of “partition,” “border adjustments,” and “demarcation” between the two 
countries have been shared widely (Financial Times 31.8.2018) (The Economist, 
30.8.2018; The Guardian, 22.8.2018). The debate took on international attention 
when U.S National Security Advisor John Bolton said: “Our policy, the US policy, 
is that if the two parties can work it out between themselves and reach agreement, 
we don’t exclude territorial adjustments” (RFE, 24.8.2018). Germany, UK, and oth-
er European governments opposed this idea, as did many journalists. Civil society 
activists from 50 organizations from the Balkans asked the EU petitioned against 
this. The domestic debate created further division, not only between the opposi-
tion and the president, but between the prime minister, members of government, 
the speaker of the parliament, and others members of the parliament.

Discussion of Research Results

The empirical starting point of this research is how nine political leaders used 
their Facebook posts to convey their main political messages in shaping public 
opinion to gain support for their political goals or oppose others’ positions. Quali-
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tative methods were used to conduct this content analysis as explained by Brosius 
(2009, 158-171). This method includes as first step the creation of a codebook, the 
categorisation of research units, and the interpretation of research units. In this 
way, the key words were selected and discussed that are used for populist goals, 
polarizing positions and overarching political mobilization by the main institu-
tional and opposition leaders, monitoring every post throughout these past three 
months on the dialogue (Figure 2). The link between the research questions and 
the interpretation of the key findings can be summarized as follows: 

Figure 2. The ratio of total and dialogue posts on Facebook (24th June – 07th September 2018)

Kosovo President Hashim Thaçi (with 327,077 Facebook likes) (Figure 3) is the 
main leading figure of the dialogue. He employed Facebook to promote his expec-
tations and agenda setting around which everyone else reacts to support or op-
pose him. As the research results show, he is the main polarizing and mobilizing 
actor, both because of his position and because of his approach to Facebook. He is 
more active than other leaders on Facebook, and is determined to present his posi-
tion on the dialogue by becoming the main news source, by taking the initiative in 
the public discourse on the dialogue (Figure 4). When he took on the responsibil-
ity of leading the dialogue, he created the first premise of polarization, since the 
entire opposition and own party in the government coalition opposed it. His Fa-
cebook postings warn of “a difficult process,” but that “an agreement is possible.” 
He calls for “intensifying the dialogue” and “the necessity of the agreement” for 
“integration of the country in EU, NATO and UN,” which will bring “sustainable 
peace in the Balkans.” He appeals for the “country to be united in representation,” 
“united in political positions,” and that “everyone should take responsibility,” in-
cluding “institutions, parliamentary parties, opposition, civil society, academia.” 
Yet, since the end of July to September 2018, he transformed himself into a polar-
izing actor, where he systematically presented his “border correction” idea. In the 
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beginning, he used a neutral discourse on how “Serbia’s requests for partition are 
unacceptable,” but that the “border adjustments” respect the “rights of Presheva 
Valley” “to unite with Kosovo.”

Figure 3. Number of Facebook pages likes

Meanwhile, he changed his tone by repeating that there is “no partition,” “no 
territorial swaps,” and “yes to Presheva, Medvegja, and Bujanovc to join Koso-
vo.” He used interviews from the ‘90s of former Kosovo leader Ibrahim Rugova to 
support his proposal and attacked former Prime Minister of Albania, Sali Berisha, 
as someone who was “kicked out from the political scene with votes,” “for dirty 
work” to the service of “Balkans butcher, Milosevic.” He also had “a message for 
them” for whom “this is a bad idea,” who is “spreading propaganda about parti-
tion and territorial swaps” and these are an “opposition supported by few voices 
of civil society.” What other leaders say is “fake news,” it is “a propaganda of the 
opposition parties,” who put “US and other allies’ support in doubt,” while these 
allies “call for a final agreement.” Trying to gain support on the dialogue, he goes 
back to a more balanced discourse saying that “the country is lucky to have an ac-
tive civil society” that works for “citizens’ interest,” who understands “that keep-
ing the status quo” is in anyone’s interest. We need to close “the chapter of wars 
and historic disputes with Serbia” and “a new chapter of peace should be open,” 
that brings “permanent peace” for the “whole region.” 

During the same research period, Ramush Haradinaj (with 160,977 Facebook 
likes) as Prime Minister and head of Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (AAK, 12 
MPs) followed a strategy of communication through Facebook to promote his 
government program. He speaks on “internal reforms,” “rule of law,” “implemen-
tation of SAA,” “internal consolidation,” “EU and NATO integration,” “Euro-At-
lantic perspective,” “regional peace,” “regional market,” “factor of stability and 
security,” “from security consumer to security provider,” “transition of KSF to
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Figure 4. The ratio of populism, polarization, mobilization, and balanced communication 
used on Facebook 

Armed Forces,” “visa liberalization,” and other issues. In the beginning, he called 
and took actions to get an “all-inclusive approach” in the dialogue, to create a 
political “unity” and to reach “a legally binding agreement.” As “correction of 
borders” became a public topic, he changed radically his discourse during the last 
week of July until September, by saying, this is a “disastrous idea,” “no move of 
borders or adjustment,” “no partition,” “no territorial swaps,” “partition means 
war” and nobody “wants war,” “new war in the Balkans,” and that “redrawing 
of borders is an invitation for more tragedy,” “destabilization, insecurity that puts 
long term investments.” During the period of research, he gained support from 
his followers and his posts were commented by many of them. Both the prime 
minster and president argue with each other on social media, not only through 
Facebook in Albanian (Figure 3), but also through Twitter in English.

Kadri Veseli (with 161,819 Facebook likes), as Speaker of the Parliament and 
head of the largest party in the government, Democratic Party of Kosovo (PDK, 
22 MPs), tried to be a mediator and close the gap between the two polarized sides 
(Figure 3). During the same research period, specific attention has been given by 
him toward the visa free regime for Kosovo citizens through visits in various Eu-
ropean capitals where he has posted “visa liberalization,” “lobbying agenda,” and 
“European support” as the main messages. When the polarization reached its peak 
in August, and the opposition was invited for an extraordinary parliamentary ses-
sion, his reaction was that this act was “absurdity,” “completely unnecessary,” 
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“the opposition is in panic,” “lies and disinformation of the opposition,” and calls 
for “no political violence,” “violent and anti-democratic protests.” He repeats in 
his postings that territorial integrity is not defended with “election statements” 
and opposition is “spreading fear,” has “no trust in Kosovo,” “work against Ko-
sovo.” He also talks directly to people in his hometown and said “Mitrovica was 
and will be the pride of our country.” 

Fatmir Limaj (with 1454 Facebook followers), as Deputy Prime Minister and head 
of NISMA (8 MPs), is not active on social media, and only posted a few times on Fa-
cebook about visa liberalization or the dialogue. He has no specific postings like a 
text, but mostly he shares his speeches and interviews in old media, which is out of 
the scope of this research. He opposes the president to lead the dialogue, but later 
accepted to become part of his delegation. He was systematically against territorial 
partition at the same time his party opposes AAK, the party of the prime minister. 

Behgjet Pacolli (with 495.459 Facebook likes), who is currently Deputy Prime 
Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs and Head of Alliance New Kosovo (AKR, 
1 MP), promotes the discourse of “commitment on normalization of relations 
through dialogue,” “solution of all problems with neighbours,” reaching “a final 
deal beneficial for both countries.” He deals more with Serbia calling them out 
on “false narratives,” “creative lies,” “false news,” but is not polarizing within 
the country. He attends every meeting about the dialogue with the president and 
is in favour of an inclusive team, but opposes in his postings that the so-called 
“partition,” “the country is already divided enough,” “nobody shouldn’t be this 
much naïve” for this issue, “partition ideas are dangerous.” As a major business-
man in the country and through sponsoring his posts, he has the most followers 
with minimal parliamentary representation, which was achieved by promoting a 
balanced communication (Figure 3).

Abdullah Hoti (with 44.964 Facebook likes) is Chief of Parliamentary group of 
the opposition party LDK (23 MPs). He has a key role in presenting party views 
because of his position in the parliament and due to the absence of the party lead-
er, who is currently in bad health. LDK opposes the current format of meetings be-
tween both presidents and it argues that it is the prime minister who should lead 
the negotiating team. In addition, LDK opposes everything from the president 
and the government, including other political topics. The Parliament “decides 
who represents us in the dialogue,” “President should have red lines,” “agree-
ments with the Serbian President are private,” “President is unauthorized,” “does 
not have Constitutional competences,” “illegitimate,” “no support,” “no political 
teams,” “doesn’t represent unification,” “responsible for everything negative so 
far,” “dangerous political naivety,” “frustration, weak and failed leadership.” It 
then describes the domestic situation as a “minority coalition,” “captured insti-
tutions,” “violated democracy,” “institutional crisis,” “institutional denigration,” 
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“international isolation,” “offensive language towards opposition,” “no territo-
rial swaps,” “PDK is telling fairy tales.” In fact, PDK and LDK have governed the 
country together for the longest period of time, they were together in the dialogue 
with Serbia (with short interruptions) and the agreement on the Association was 
signed by former Prime Minister Mustafa, who’s also head of the LDK. The dia-
logue is an instrument of normalisation of relations with Serbia, but the main goal 
of this party is how to use it for internal purposes, to get to power, and is therefore 
polarizing (Figure 3). Hoti’s postings speak for a “serious dialogue” after “new ex-
traordinary elections,” only then “they’re ready to take responsibility,” that could 
bring “legitimate institutions” to “defend civic and democratic freedoms.” Until 
then there is “no agreement” on anything, “nor a delegation will be voted” and 
“no joint platforms.” 

Albin Kurti (with 111,228 Facebook likes), head of the Self-determination 
Movement (VV,19 MPs) is one of the most active users, frequently posting with 
the most populist discourse (Figure 3). He is for “mobilization to bring down the 
government” but this isn’t happening because there is “pseudo-opposition” in 
place, they have “greed for power” and not for “people’s interest.” Governing col-
lation parties ratified the border demarcation with Montenegro, which for him is 
“lie and treason,” because citizens can’t move out of this “humiliating isolation.” 
For him, the whole of dialogue is “illegitimate,” “antidemocratic process,” has 
“caused irreparable damage,” and even “the outcome is unacceptable.” According 
to him, “we won’t let the selling or humiliation of our country,” these are “terrible 
scenarios,” “Serbia is in debt to Kosovo and we don’t get anything from them,” 
“we won’t get UN admission, but Serbia will get EU membership,” “Serbia has 
drawn borders with bayonet.” He calls against the “Bosnianisation of Kosovo” 
and against “Zajednica of Thaçi and Vucic,” as he labels the Association. He says 
the “President isn’t fit or credible,” has “no legitimacy to be part of the team or 
lead it,” “without a mandate,” this is a “personal adventure,” has “denigrating 
behaviour.” He demands “dialogue with Serbs in Kosovo not with Serbia,” “we 
should not run after President of Serbia,” and that Thaçi is “half President for Ko-
sovo, and half President for Serbia.” “President has no limits on the damages that 
could be done to Kosovo,” “about the help he intends to give to Serbia,” there-
fore “we should undermine him in the Parliament and in the main square,” call-
ing for more protests because they are “forcing the people to protest.” However, 
“this half President” has “rented the Prime Minister.” In his postings, he speaks 
of “Prime Minister as he is only acting his duty,” as “minister without portfolio,” 
who is “serving Thaçi.” They both are “incapable to govern” and have “no politi-
cal, institutional, or ethical responsibility.”

Shpend Ahmeti (with 79,577 Facebook likes), Mayor of Prishtina and head of 
the opposition Social Democrats (PSD,12 MPs) is promoting his daily political and 
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social agenda, but also expressed his opinion on the dialogue. A paradigm shift 
in his postings is observed after the statement of US Ambassador in Kosovo that 
“everything is negotiable in the dialogue.” For him, this is “fundamental change 
of American positions,” “a dangerous phase” and if “others don’t have red lines,” 
“we should put those red lines ourselves for both, the negotiating team and the 
platform of the dialogue.” Since “partition, territorial swaps or autonomous sta-
tus” and everything else is on “the table,” the Parliament should take “political, 
legal and Constitutional responsibility.” The president is “without mandate or le-
gal authorization” in the dialogue and without “political legitimacy.” He sees Bol-
ton’s statements as “evidence that American position has changed,” but the real 
risk comes from “Thaci-Vucic” and there “cannot be dialogue without including 
the opposition.” Since this year when he split from VV for PSD, he received a lot of 
criticism from his former party, labelling him as “traitor”, rather than commenting 
on his postings about the dialogue. 

Mimoza Kusari (196.297 Facebook likes) is head of the opposition party of Al-
ternative for Kosovo (AK, 2 MPs). As former minister of trade and former mayor, 
she posts about all the topics related to economic development and urban matters. 
Since she is the only woman leader of a party, she reacted about having “six men” 
representing Kosovo in Brussels and meeting a female counterpart, Mogherini, in 
July. The delegation was made of institutional leaders, but according to her, it was 
proven that “small and power country” has “five Prime Ministers,” “five govern-
ments” and “divided in five interest areas.” Her political discourse is similar to 
LDK and PSD. 

By identifying general aspects, this research observed that polarization happens 
around the leadership as well as around the political responsibility, social account-
ability, and goals as sustained by each leader. Until the middle of 2018, there was 
a bi-polarization between government leadership and their electorate on one side, 
and opposition with their opposing agenda and protests on the other. Since this 
summer, an even deeper polarization and political fragmentation took place. Polar-
ization began by rejecting the president as the head of the delegation from all oppo-
sition parties, including the governing coalition party. The president argues that he 
has the constitutional mandate to represent the country in the dialogue, while the 
opposition claims that the parliament has approved two resolutions, March 2011 
and October 2012 (KDI 2018) that mandate the prime minister to lead this process. 
On the other side, the prime minister is not interested in leading the dialogue, but 
only to be a part of it. The visit of six institutional leaders to Brussels on July 19, led 
by the president, did not create an institutional or political unity, and did not move 
any closer to an understanding between the opposition and institutions.

Polarization, populist politics, and calls for mobilization have reached the high-
est peak of Facebook posts after the “borders adjustment” initiative, which created 
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a huge gap between the opposition and the president, but also between the prime 
minister, government members, Speaker and Parliament members. Polarization 
was monitored throughout August in their posts and continued in September 
when the government coalition and opposition for three days entered the parlia-
ment with two different approaches. On one side, the governing coalition parties 
brought a resolution for a joint negotiation team, which should also include the 
opposition. At the same time, the opposition demands the voting of a resolution 
to ban the president to negotiate on territorial solutions. A joint session and a joint 
declaration were impossible to reach. The Speaker tried to work closely with all 
the parties, but it was an unsuccessful attempt. The negotiation team and a joint 
platform failed to get votes in the Parliament, since there is no consensus among 
parties. Facebook shaped the public opinion and it was the most important news 
source that determined the dynamics of mobilization through radical approaches 
to support or oppose the dialogue and its possible outcomes. Its role has been an-
tagonizing, with different impacts and social consequences.

Conclusion

Relations between Kosovo and Serbia have a long history of deep conflict, 
and for the time being there remain many outstanding issues dividing these two 
countries. However, an internal context of political crisis, suitable to link political 
messages through Facebook with perceptions of a complex situation was created 
in the period of 2015-2017 and into the second half of 2018. Deep polarization in 
society came from the slow pace of forming a new government promptly after the 
elections, the signing of several agreements in the dialogue, and Serbia’s lack of 
will to implement past signed agreements, as well as the Kosovo government’s 
inability to implement these agreements because of a robust opposition. However, 
this article has found a chain of events and factors that created a climate conducive 
to polarization and a divided public opinion, where political leaders employed 
Facebook with a specific intent to antagonize those on the other camp. No issue 
other than the dialogue received more attention in the general and social media. In 
their frequent and systematic postings, institutional and opposition leaders gave 
their opinion on what is right and possible, and what is damaging and necessary 
for the dialogue. If the starting point of the dialogue was solving practical issues 
for both countries and that the reaching of a legally binding agreement as an end 
goal of full normalization, a process that did not produce concrete outcomes fur-
ther polarized Kosovo society. 

This article has demonstrated that the politics of dialogue until now has mainly 
been aimed at winning domestic points, where agenda setting is in the hands of 
political leaders and perceptions are created by social media posts, resulting in a 
lack of trust and permanent dissatisfaction. Even though the institutional lead-
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ers have tried through Facebook to explain political benefits from final agreement 
with Serbia, the exchange between them and the opposition failed to create a 
wider consensus, and instead, deepened divisions within society. The opposition 
pretends that the country is losing from this process and that the EU is awarding 
Serbia more than Kosovo in our EU agenda. The empirical analysis of the posts 
shows that they understand that beyond daily exchanges and short-term expec-
tations, it is domestic politics that keeps someone in power. So in the interest of 
short-term political gains, they abandoned long-term benefits in the interest of the 
country. They influence public opinion, lead it, and adjust to it with the clarity that 
public opinion can be important for their country’s future. Based on the empirical 
analysis of texts posted, in the dialogue everyone is against everyone within the 
institutions and among opposition parties.

Accordingly, it can be concluded that the influence of Facebook was crucial 
in shaping a daily and weekly political mood, by creating, in general, the wrong 
perceptions. This was possible because there was a less balanced discourse on the 
dialogue, and Facebook postings served to frame in the moral terms the process 
as “treason,” “tragedy,” and “failure.” This study shows that social media serves 
little to inform the citizens on what is really happening in a process. Instead, the 
final phase of the dialogue shows that social media has made the dialogue a topic 
in all forums, on the street, in society, family, and among every citizen. Mixed 
with radical approaches and populist policies, they have created and increased the 
pressure and tension in the wider public. It remains unclear for the future if they 
will become a source of news and will serve the political leadership or will it be, in 
the Kosovar context, a threat to democracy in a young society along with increas-
ing populist tendencies. In Kosovo, politics remains dynamic and along with other 
new ways of protesting against political issues, social media is taking a bigger role 
in polarization and political mobilization on a daily basis.
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